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What if you learned a 
family member or 
close friend was 

having difficulty with
alcohol or substance 

abuse?



92M

adults in the EU have 
tried an illicit drug in 

their lifetime

1Million

seizures/year in Europe 
attributed to substance 

abuse (2016)



Mental health services

Integrated health and well being

Learning disabilities services

50 year history of community services

Non-Profit Social Service

And…an evolving substance abuse program



How to scale rapidly to serve a
nationwide problem?





Technology partnership with Cisco to 
build a scalable solution

Innovation opportunities 
connected teams

Scalable help 
desk routing 

Enterprise class tools bring 
branches together



Turning Point: Today

Connecting people
with health and social 
services to help enable 
full lives

77,787
People supported by 
Turning Point services



Turning Point: Scaling Impact

91%
Said Turning Point 
services provide a 
safe environment

332

Services 
operating in

locations

Simple interoffice calling

Helpdesk scale: enterprise class 
contact center 

Messaging across teams

Meetings everyone can join 



solution

problem



The workplace is rapidly 
changing



*Source: KPMG

We live in a disruption 
economy

of CEOs felt they were disrupting*

201630%

of CEOs felt they were disrupting*

2017

NEXT

75%

100%



Source: KPMG

Workplace
of the Future: 
Agility Wins

Speed ranked by CEOs 
as top priority



What trends are shaping the 
workplace of the future?



4 out of 5

Source:  Cisco Workplace Collaboration in Australia and New Zealand, 2018

TREND 1

Workers expect to increase flex 
workplace use in next 5 years

87%
Cite barriers to 

productivity today 
when remote or 

on-the-go 

Where you work 
becomes irrelevant 



Video first experience
collaboration experiences

Build trust with face-to-face experiences every time

of remote 
users feel more 
connected to 
their team and 
process when 
using video 
conferencing

Change image

87%



Today: 1 conference room for every 20 employees, rising real-estate costs, changing workstyles

Traditional
offices spaces



A new, agile way of working anytime anywhere
From Huddle room, to a scrum room to a boardroom 

.

Small teams Informal Flexible



TREND 2

Connected calling experiences 
enable greater agility

74%
Desire deeper business app & process 
integration with calling  

Broadsoft IT survey 



c

Global Calling from the cloud aligns to agile workstyle
Easy escalation to any collaboration mode

c



True unified business class experience

Calling, Team Collaboration, Meetings Seamless experience



Source:  Cisco 2018 FOW study, 

of typical day 
searching for 
right content 36%

Uninterrupted workstreams:
Collaborate where you work

TREND 3

Interop and integration allows users to 
collaborate where they work



Source: BetterCloud: State-of-the-SaaS-Powered-Workplace

SaaS-powered workplaces 
use an average 

34 apps



BOT

Problem Resolved
Ticket Updated

Space is removedBOT

Creates new Webex space
Adds relevant bots

Creates trouble ticket
Adds necessary people

Starts a Meeting 

Incident
Triggers
Alarm

Advanced
Cisco

Infrastructure

APPDYNAMICS

BOT

BOT

BOT

Making work better for multifunctional teams



1. Deloitte global contact center study 2017

Customer Experience 
Disrupts Markets

TREND 4

“By 2020 customers are going to make 
their buying decisions based on customer 

experience — not product, not price.”

Gartner



What are today’s experiences often like?

L

CALENDAR APP SMS APP TWITTER GMAIL

Full of options.
And siloes.

“Hi! Thanks for 
contacting us.”

“Who are you?”

“I need to find you 
in the system.”

“Have you contacted us 
before?”

“I think I’ll need to 
transfer you.”

“Hang tight. This may 
take some time.”

“Found you! Ok, why 
are you calling?”

PHONE CALL 
APP

FACEBOOK
MESSENGER 

APP
GOOGLE 
CHROME 

INSTAGRAM



Imagine if . . .

L

CALENDAR APP SMS APP TWITTER GMAIL

Cognitive, personal, seamless
No siloes.

“Hi Julie. Thanks for 
contacting us.”

“We appreciate your 
six-year relationship 

with us.”

“And you were checking 
your order status.”

“I see you were just on 
the web.”

“Can I also 
suggest this?”

“Are you inquiring 
about that order?”

“We just shipped your
replacement.”

PHONE CALL 
APP

FACEBOOK
MESSENGER 

APP
GOOGLE 
CHROME 

INSTAGRAM



of meetings will be 
facilitated by virtual 
concierges and 
advanced analytics 
by 2022 

(Source: Gartner)

40%

AI makes collaboration ‘smarter’ 
and teams more efficient

TREND 5

Automate mundane tasks, remove 
common friction points, offer 
contextual data insights 



Everyday we work with people

People in our organization, 
we’ve never met 

People outside of our 
organization

People we haven’t seen 
in a while

Today’s challenge: Building trusted relationships within 
distributed, dynamic teams



Personal Insights During, Before & After a 
Meeting

Know more 
about people and 
companies – right in your 
meeting



Hi Amy,
Ready to join your meeting?

Personalization: Power Smarter Meeting Experiences
Your own personal meeting assistant

Conversational AI interface simplifies interactions and 
automates mundane tasks



Barbara German

Brandon Burke

Simon Jones

Brenda Song Emma Totti

Personalization: Contextual insights in your meeting
Remove friction points, facial recognition and context removes the participant guessing game

GA Target 
June

Privacy & data protection Organization and user level opt-in



Cognitive collaboration for contact center 
Enabling meaningful, connected customer experiences 

Customer virtual assistant
AI-enabled BOT capabilities improve agent efficiency and deliver 
enhanced self-service experiences to your customers

Cognitive Contact Center Agent 
Cloud-based “intelligent agent” provides the needed context to 
empower agents to deliver cognitive, personalized and proactive 
care



Key trends shaping the future of the workplace 

Cognitive
Collaboration

Where you work 
becomes irrelevant

Advanced calling 
connects 
experiences 

Uninterrupted, 
intelligent workstreams 

Customer 
experience disrupts 

markets 




